Spatially extended systems can support local transient excitations in which just a part of the system is excited. The mechanisms reported so far are local excitability and excitation of a localized structure. Here we introduce an alternative mechanism based on the coexistence of two homogeneous stable states and spatial coupling. We show the existence of a threshold for perturbations of the homogeneous state. Sub-threshold perturbations decay exponentially. Super-threshold perturbations induce the emergence of a long-lived structure formed by two back to back fronts that join the two homogeneous states. While in typical excitability the trajectory follows the remnants of a limit cycle, here reinjection is provided by front interaction, such that fronts slowly approach each other until eventually annihilating. This front-mediated mechanism shows that extended systems with no oscillatory regimes can display excitability.
Spatially extended systems can support local transient excitations in which just a part of the system is excited. The mechanisms reported so far are local excitability and excitation of a localized structure. Here we introduce an alternative mechanism based on the coexistence of two homogeneous stable states and spatial coupling. We show the existence of a threshold for perturbations of the homogeneous state. Sub-threshold perturbations decay exponentially. Super-threshold perturbations induce the emergence of a long-lived structure formed by two back to back fronts that join the two homogeneous states. While in typical excitability the trajectory follows the remnants of a limit cycle, here reinjection is provided by front interaction, such that fronts slowly approach each other until eventually annihilating. This front-mediated mechanism shows that extended systems with no oscillatory regimes can display excitability. Excitability is a concept that originally comes from biology, inspired by the behavior of neurons and heart cells [1] . An excitable system is characterized by exhibiting a stable steady behavior, while responding to perturbations (e.g. external stimuli) in two different ways: for stimuli below a certain threshold the system decays exponentially to the steady state, while for stimuli above threshold it exhibits a nontrivial excursion in phase space before decaying back to the steady state. Interestingly, the excitable properties of neurons confer them computational capabilities, allowing them to process external inputs [2] .
Excitable behavior has been classified in two types [3, 4] . Type I excitability arises when, changing a parameter, a limit cycle is destroyed by suitable global bifurcations (homoclinic or SNIC (Saddle-Node on the Invariant Circle)). Type II arises when a limit cycle is destroyed by a supercritical Hopf bifurcation preceded by a canard or by a fold of cycles (usually preceded by a subcritical Hopf). In both types, excitability can only appear after a limit cycle of non-zero amplitude is destroyed when changing a parameter. The excitable trajectory would follow the remnants of the cycle and ultimately return to the steady state [3, 4] .
Several kinds of spatially extended systems display excitable behavior. In the most straightforward case, systems which are individually excitable are coupled in space. These excitable media typically exhibit characteristic excitable waves or pulses [5] [6] [7] . Excitable behavior can also arise in a more subtle way, however, through the emergent dynamics of coherent structures, which does not require local excitable dynamics [8] . The excitable excursion follows the remnants of a limit cycle corresponding to an oscillatory localized structure and can be described in terms of an effective reduced phase space [8, 9] .
In particular in the context of cellular biology, transient localized excitations, also called patches, have been observed in early stages of cell migration. One of the most studied examples is the cellular slime mold, Dyctiostellium discoideum. In this system, the uniform application of the chemoattractant cAMP leads to the spontaneous emergence of localized regions of high protein concentration, patches, that after some time dismantle and appear elsewhere [10] . In [11] an explanation was suggested in terms of a spatially extended model with local FitzHugh-Nagumo dynamics in the excitable regime. However, as pointed out in [12] , in cell migration, direct evidence for excitability is lacking.
In this Letter we present an alternative mechanism leading to transient patches that requires neither local excitability, nor oscillatory localized structures, not even the existence of the remnants of a limit cycle, widening the classes of extended systems that can present excitability. In particular we show that only two simple ingredients are necessary: bistability between two homogeneous stable steady states (HSSSs) and spatial coupling allowing for monotonic fronts connecting these two states.
To illustrate the excitability mechanism introduced here we consider a prototypical model displaying bistability, namely, the Ginzburg-Landau equation for a real field u ≡ u(x, t) in one spatial dimension x
The system is variational and therefore does not have oscillatory solutions. For µ > 0 the system has two equivalent HSSSs u ± = ± √ µ and stable fronts that connect them. The trivial solution u = 0 is unstable and plays the role of a separatrix for the local dynamics. Here we take µ = 1 and thus u ± = ±1. There are two possible front solutions, known as kink and antikink, with opposite polarity and a monotonic tanh shape [13] . Fronts with opposite polarity attract each other with a strength that decays exponentially with the front separation [13] , and they ultimately annihilate in a behavior known as coarsening [14] . The rationale of the excitability mechanism is as follows. While the system is sitting on a HSSS, small localized perturbations decay exponentially. Instead, for perturbations exceeding u(x) = 0 in a wide enough spatial region, part of the system will initially evolve to the other (attracting) HSSS leading to the formation of a pair of kink-antikink fronts. In a second stage the two fronts interact, slowly approaching each other. If the resulting kink-antikink structure is relatively broad this second stage will be long-lived. Finally, in a third stage, kink and antikink annihilate each other and the system returns to the initial HSSS. These structures can be viewed as excitable excursions and, following [11] , we will refer to them as "patches"
The excitable behavior is illustrated in Fig. 1 showing the spatio-temporal dynamics after perturbing u − during a time ∆t with a Gaussian spatial profile that is added to Eq. (1):
where G and x 0 are the height and center of the Gaussian and Γ is the half width at half maximum. For low enough values of G the perturbation decays exponentially [panels (a) and (c)]. In contrast, for a slightly larger G [panels (b) and (d)], u(x 0 , t) closely approaches u + and a long-lived patch is formed before returning to u − . The (6) with different d0 and H0. The arrows correspond to the velocity field, allowing to identify fast and slow time scales. Trajectories in color correspond to d0 = 4.98 and different H0, whose temporal evolution is plotted in Fig. 4 .
existence of a threshold in the perturbation size separating two different ways of responding is a clear indication of excitability. In classical Type II excitable 2-D systems (e.g. the FitzHugh-Nagumo model), the excitable behavior can be understood [15] by analyzing the shape of the nullclines in phase space [16] . Here, despite the fact that the phase space is infinite dimensional, we find a very similar scenario by considering a 2-D effective phase space (h, d) where h(t) ≡ u(x 0 , t) − u − is the height of the patch at its center x 0 , and d(t) its half width at half maximum. For d larger than the front width, we can approximate the shape of the patch by two tanh fronts placed back to back
where we have considered that the evolution of d(t) is much slower than that of h(t). The h-nullcline is
It is composed of three pieces, h + which is attracting and has a vertical asymptote at h = 2, h − repelling with a vertical asymptote at h = 1, and h 0 also stable. h + and h − are connected at h = √ 3/2, d = ln(7 + 4 √ 3)/ √ 2 ≈ 1.86. h-nullclines are shown in Fig. 2 , which also displays the projection of the evolution obtained from numerical integration of Eq. (1) after perturbing the u − HSSS. Here, instead of adding a signal for a short time to induce perturbations, we now perturb the initial spatial profile:
For h > 0, the derivative of h is negative, except inside the U-shaped region delimited by h − and h + wherė h > 0. For initial conditions located to the right of h − the trajectory evolves rapidly towards the nullcline h + . This corresponds to the first stage of the excitable excursion. The center of the patch is very flat and evolves towards u + on a time scale of order O(µ) making h the fast variable of the dynamics, while d changes at a much smaller rate. The outcome of this stage is the formation of a kink-antikink pair connecting u − with u + and then again back to u − . In the reduced phase space this means that the nullcline h + has been reached. After reaching the nullcline, the patch evolves slowly along h + . This corresponds to the second stage of the excitable excursion in which kink and antikink slowly approach each other decreasing d following [13] 
where c = −24 √ 2µ and γ = √ 2µ [17] . Finally the third stage in which the kink and antikink annihilate each other corresponds to the fast jump to nullcline h 0 . This reinjection mechanism is not following the remnants of a limit cycle in phase space since the system Eq. (1) does not have periodic solutions. For initial conditions located at the left of h − or below the connection of h − with h + , the system evolves quickly to h 0 . This corresponds to sub-threshold perturbations which decay exponentially.
A drawback of the (h, d) description is that the width of the patch is not well defined for h = 0. As a consequence it is not evident in Fig. 2 that all the trajectories finally evolve to u − . A convenient way to avoid this is to use the area of the patch A instead of d as shown in Fig. 3) . To estimate the nullclines theoretically we have used
, being L the size of the system. In this representation all trajectories ultimately converge to the fixed point (h, A) = (0, 0) which corresponds to u − .
Altogether, our analysis shows that the h-nullclines given by (5) agree very well with numerical simulations for large values of d (and A), capturing the dynamics of the system. When the half-width of the structure d becomes similar to the front width, the ansatz (3) is not expected to work well. In this case, the numerical simulations indicate that the nullcline h + is located slightly above the prediction (5).
The time evolution of trajectories generated with injected signals of different amplitudes can be observed in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . For H 0 1.1 trajectories first grow while for H 0 1.1 they decay exponentially. In fact, the shape of the trajectories changes gradually and H ≈ 1.1 is a pseudo-threshold [18] .
Many studies have been devoted to the interplay between excitability and noise [19] . The presence of noise may trigger excitable excursions even for sub-threshold perturbations. We illustrate this effect in our system by injecting signals of the form (2) with a fluctuating amplitude
where ξ(t) is a Gaussian white noise of zero mean and correlation < ξ(t)ξ(t ′ ) >= δ(t − t ′ ). there are no excitable patches. As shown in the figure, in this case the noise plays a constructive role triggering randomly the appearance of patches. We note that for the parameters considered the gap between the steady state and the (pseudo)-threshold is quite large and can not easily be tuned. Therefore, while the results of Fig.  5 show that the noise can have a constructive effect, it is unlikely that, in absence of deterministic perturbations, the noise by itself can trigger excitable excursions, as required, for instance, to observe coherence resonance [20] .
To summarize, in the present Letter, we have presented and discussed evidence for a novel mechanism leading to the appearance of transient localized spatiotemporal patches. We have shown that these patches can be understood as excitable excursions. The mechanism presented here only requires the coexistence of two stable homogeneous solutions and spatial coupling such that the fronts connecting the homogeneous solutions are monotonic. We have shown the existence of a pseudo-threshold such that, while sitting on one of the homogeneous states, subthreshold perturbations decay exponentially. In contrast super-threshold perturbations induce a long excursion. The excursion is characterized by the fast emergence of a structure formed by two back to back fronts connecting the two homogeneous states followed by a slow approximation of the fronts until they eventually annihilate each-other. These two well separated time scales, which do not appear explicitly in Eq. (1), are an emerging property of the dynamics and allow for a clear observation of the patches.
These patches apparently resemble the excitable localized structures of [8] , obtained when a stable oscillatory localized structure disappears through a limit-cycle instability, and the transient localized structures reported for a locally excitable medium [11] . From an observational point of view, while transient localized structures normally have a characteristic spatial size independent of the spatial extension of the perturbation, the size of the patches generated here is determined by that of the perturbation. From a fundamental perspective, the mechanism introduced here does not require local excitability nor does it need to support localized structures.
The scenario presented in this Letter is quite different from the two classical types of excitability since it does not require the existence of a nearby oscillatory regime in parameter space. Thus, it could explain experimental observations of transient localized spots in a more general setting. Systems with bistable homogeneous states in which this mechanism could be observed include, for instance, optical systems [21] , chemical reactions [22] or vegetation growth models [23] .
For simplicity, we have focused on the case in which the two homogeneous stable states are equivalent, but the mechanism introduced here can generate excitable patches even if they are not equivalent. Consider the system sitting on the most stable state. A super-threshold perturbation can then similarly trigger a kink-antikink solution connecting the two homogeneous states. If the difference in stability is not too big, the fronts will then approach each-other with a velocity that is small, such that excitable patches are long-lived.
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